2011 collection
Feature Strip Inlays

Special inlays are available for all m FLOR products. Available in the following colours and sizes, they can add a distinctive new look to your flooring.

- AUTHENTIC OAK: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- AUTHENTIC PLANK: 5mm Feature Strip
- BAMBOO: 2.8mm Feature Strip
- BROKEN GRANITE: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- CONCRETE: 2.8mm and 3.4mm Feature Strip
- HALF BOND OAK: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- HARBOR PLANK: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- LONG PLANK: 2.8mm and 3.4mm Feature Strip
- LANGSTER PLANK: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- RUSTIC PLANK: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- SEMAPHORE PLATE: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- STYLESTONE: 2.8mm and 3.4mm Feature Strip
- TURTLE LEATHER: 3.4mm Feature Strip
- ZEBRANO WOOD: 2.8mm, 3.4mm and 5mm Feature Strip

Underfloor heating: 30°C

See individual product pages for tile width / length and stock quantities.

ISO 14001 QUALITY SYSTEM
ISO 9001 QUALITY SYSTEM

25-05 Range:

- Feature Strip Inlays
- Authentic Oak +
- Authentic Plank +
- Bamboo+
- Broken Granite*
- Concrete*
- Flagstone Basalt
- Half Bond Oak
- Harbour Plank
- Long Plank
- Langster Plank
- Rustic Plank
- Sempahone Plata
- Stylstone 28
- Turtle Leather*
- Zebano Wood

20-03 Range:

- Standard Plank
- Burlington Plank
- Lignum Plank
- Farmhouse Plank

m FLOR Studio: 42

* Available in 2.8mm, 3.4mm and 5mm

MFLOR Langster Plank

New range – see page 22
mFLOR 25-05 Authentic Oak +

56281 Heartwood
56282 Water Oak
56283 Chinkapin
56284 Tanoak
56288 Scarlet Oak
56289 Shumard

Featured floors: above Chinkapin, right Tanoak

• Design registered to surface emboss – feel the grain of the wood
• Big plank format
• Anti-scratch urethane finish
• Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
• EN685 Usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
• Suitable for commercial and home use
• Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
• 12 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
• Suitable for underfloor heating to 30º C
• Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR Authentic Plank +

2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer x 184.6cm x 121.92cm

- Authentic pine wood design
- Design registered to surface emboss – feel the grain and figure of the wood
- Longer plank format
- Anti-slip urethane finish
- Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
- EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 15 pieces per carton of 3.37 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

Featured floors: above Brazil, right Shade
mFLOR Bamboo
2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer x 45.72cm x 45.72cm
- Bamboo design
- Design follows the surface emboss - feel the bamboo
- Anti-scratch urethane finish
- EN685 usage category 42 - heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 16 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

Featured floors: above Medium Bamboo, right Light Bamboo

Produced floors: above Medium Bamboo, right Light Bamboo
### mFLOR Broken Granite

2.5mm thick with 0.55mm wear layer x 45.7 cm x 91.44 cm

- Embossed design
- Larger tile format
- Anti-scratch urethane finish
- EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 8 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

**Featured floors:**
- Above: Dark Grey
- Right: White

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>56818</td>
<td>Antraciet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Grey</td>
<td>56817</td>
<td>Green Heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>56811</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>56813</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>56816</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mFLOR Concrete

2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer x 45.72cm x 91.44cm

• Original hand crafted design
• Larger tile format
• Anti-scratch urethane finish
• EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
• Suitable for commercial and home use
• Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
• 8 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
• Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
• Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR Flagstone Bauxite

- Mineral grain design
- Larger flagstone format
- Anti-scruff urethane finish
- Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
- EN685 usage category AC2 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 8 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

20mm with 0.55mm wearlayer x 45.72cm x 91.44cm

- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR 25-05 Half Bond Oak

- Emboss registered to grain and wood pattern
- Quick installation of traditional hand made parquetry designs
- Anti-scratch urethane finish
- Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
- EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 18 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
FLOR Harbour Plank

• Re-cyled wood design
• All individual pieces
• Anti-scratch urethane finish
• Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
• EN685 Usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
• Suitable for commercial and home use
• Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
• 24 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
• Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
• Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR 25-05 Long Plank 13

• A range of authentic hardwood & fruitwood designs
• At individual pieces
• Anti-scruff urethane finish
• Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
• EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
• Suitable for commercial and home use
• Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
• 15 pieces per carton of 2.79 m²
• Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
• Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

mFLOR 25-05

Long Plank 13

2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer x 15.24 cm x 121.92cm

• A range of authentic hardwood & fruitwood designs
• At individual pieces
• Anti-scruff urethane finish
• Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
• EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
• Suitable for commercial and home use
• Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
• 15 pieces per carton of 2.79 m²
• Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
• Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
NEW HYPOALLERGENIC

mFLOR 25-05 Langster Plank 25-05 PU Blue

2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer x 18.42cm x 137.16cm
- The longest plank available at 137cm for a really natural look
- As in nature every piece is individual
- Hipo-allergenic, meets AgBB 2012 room air quality standard
- DIBt certified for official buildings - U
- Anti-scruff urethane finish
- Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
- EN651 usage category 62 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 10 pieces per carton of 3.03 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
**mFLOR 25-05 Rustic Plank**

- An exploration of naturally weathered timbers
- Long lengths, deep emboss
- All individual pieces
- Anti-scratch urethane finish
- Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
- EN685 Usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 15 pieces per carton of 3.37 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR Semaphore Plate

- 2.5mm thick with 0.5mm wearlayer x 45.72cm x 45.72cm

- Real steel floor look
- Design follows the surface emboss
- All individual pieces
- Anti-scratch urethane finish
- EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 16 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30ºC
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

mFLOR Semaphore Plate

Featured floors: above Grey, right Antracite
mFLOR Stylestone 21
2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer x 30.48cm x 60.96cm

• Sandstone, Washed Concrete and Slate
• All individual pieces
• Anti-slip and easy to clean
• Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
• EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
• Suitable for commercial and home use
• Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
• 18 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
• Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
• Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR 25-05 Turtle Leather

2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer ± 45.72cm x 91.44cm

- Luxury leather look and touch
- Large tile format
- Anti-scruff urethane finish
- Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
- EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 8 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

Featured floors: above Grey, right Purple Red

mFLOR Turtle Leather

52135 Moss Green
52136 Oxide Red
52137 Fawn Brown
52138 Purple Red
52139 Grey
52140 Antraciet
mFLOR Zebrano Wood

2.5mm with 0.55mm wearlayer a 15.24cm x 91.44cm

- Authentic African Hardwood design
- Micro-bevel edge for ease of cleaning
- Anti-scratch urethane finish
- EN685 usage category 42 – heavy duty flooring
- Suitable for commercial and home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 24 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

Featured floors: above Middle Zebrano Wood, right White Zebrano Wood

mFLOR 25-05 Zebrano Wood

60571 White Zebrano Wood
60573 Light Zebrano Wood
60575 Middle Zebrano Wood
60577 Dark Zebrano Wood

33
FLOR Standard Plank
2.0mm with 0.30mm wearlayer x 10.16cm x 91.44cm
• Clear Hardwood & Fruitwood designs
• Classic narrow pieces for smaller rooms
• Anti-scuff urethane finish
• EN685 usage category 31 – commercial duty flooring
• Suitable for light commercial and heavy home use
• Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
• Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
• Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR Burlington Plank

- Classic American Hardwood designs
- EN685 usage category 31 – commercial duty flooring
- Suitable for light commercial and heavy home use
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 24 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate

Produced Torch: decor Specimen, light: Reference Dark
mFLOR 20-03 Lignum Plank

2.0mm with 0.30mm wearlayer x 22.86 cm x 121.92 cm

- Traditional European Hardwoods
- Big plank format
- EN685 usage category 31 – heavy home and commercial duty flooring
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 12 pieces per carton of 3.24 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
mFLOR Farmhouse Plank 4
2.0mm with 0.30mm wearlayer x 22.86cm x 91.44cm

- Tropical & European Hardwoods
- Wide plank format, deep emboss
- EN685 usage category 31 – heavy home and commercial duty flooring
- Quiet, hardwearing & easy to keep clean
- 16 pieces per carton of 3.34 m²
- Suitable for underfloor heating to 30°C
- Very low VOC product for improved internal climate
Design your own floor

Selecting a floor from the photograph of a single piece as shown in this brochure can be difficult because each piece is different. It is the combined effect of different pieces which provides the feeling of the floor. Many woods vary in colour from piece to piece. A sample can help, but the same drawbacks apply. Nothing beats seeing the floor in a room setting.

To make this possible everyone one of the 107 designs which make up the FLOR range have been scanned, not just a single piece, but enough pieces to make up the floor in a room setting. These pictures are now available at www.mflor.eu and can shown in a number of different settings, Livingrooms, Offices, Kitchens & Bathrooms, Retail stores. To better replicate the situation you are considering, the wall colours in many of the FLOR studio scenes can now be changed, and if required Feature Strips can be added to the chosen flooring in all the available colours. In each category there are several different types of room décor available, which can be selected by the viewer.

Take a look at www.mflor.eu and start to realise your dream.